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Roop Rani Bangles
"Rainbow of Bangles"
Roop Rani Bangles deal with the manufacturing, exporting and trading of
all handcrafted jewelry which is made in Rajasthan. This shop has existed
for more than a decade now and remains quite popular among locals and
tourists alike.Although the shop specializes in different kinds of bangles
and bracelets, they also offer a couple of other pieces like necklaces and
pendants. Bangles come in a rainbow of colors and a variety of material
including metal, glass, lac and crystal.
+91 9829060972

roopranibangles.in/

roopranibangles@hotmail.c
om

18 Hawa Mahal Road,
Khanada Hawa Mahal, Badi
Chopper, Jaipur

Rasa
"Stylish Prints"
Make a style statement by sporting those hand-block prints from Rasa.
This store is known for its vibrant collection of clothing for women with its
signature hand-block prints. Whether you want to buy a chic dress or
jumpsuit with some Indo-western prints, this store is the place to look at.
Besides the fashionable garments, the store offers a range of home decor
items like pillows, furniture, bedding and more to help you make a style
statement and stand out from the crowd.
+91 141 403 8584

www.rasajaipur.com/

rasa@rasajaipur.com

S-55 Ashok Marg, C-Scheme,
Behind Raj Mandir Cinema,
Adjacent to Cafe Kala Pani,
Jaipur

Anokhi
"Contemporary Textile Crafts"
The areas of specialization for Anokhi are applique, embroidery,
patchwork and bead work which is most of its product range. Anokhi is
also known for producing garments both Western and traditional Indian.
They also provide sarongs, accessories and home textiles. So, pamper
yourself by enriching your wardrobe with some vibrant colors and prints
from Rajasthan that will surely make a style statement.
+91 141 400 7244

www.anokhi.com

Prithviraj Road, 2nd Floor, KK Square,
C Scheme, Ashok Nagar, Jaipur

Fabindia
"Fashion & Comfort"
Fabindia is the country's largest private base where clothes are made
based on traditional techniques and hand-made processes. Fabindia acts
as a bridge for 55,000 rural producers and connects them to the urban
market. Visit this spacious store and check out their colorful collection for
men, women and children. With its contemporary cuts and colorful
designs, this store is a must visit if you want to make a fashion statement.

+91 141 511 5997

www.fabindia.com/stores?
location=6

mgf.jaipur@fabindia.net

Shop 11-12 22 Godam Circle,
2nd Floor, MGF Metropolitan
Mall, Ashok Nagar, Jaipur

Shweta Kothari
"Style Up!"
Shweta Kothari is a designer boutique whose works are contemporary and
have a classy fashion. It also offers you a choice of fusion fashion and
Indian contemporary designs. So, drop by and find something that will suit
your fashion sense with the vibrant colors and interesting designs found
here.
+91 141 221 2215

www.shwetakothari.in/

aloknshweta@gmail.com

3 Bais Godam Main Road,
Sudershanpura Industrial
Area, Jaipur
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